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Mobile World Capital Barcelona is an initiative driving the digital 
advancement of society while helping improve people’s lives globally.

With the support of the public and private sector, MWCapital focuses 
on four areas: the acceleration of innovation through digital 
entrepreneurship, the transformation of industries through digital 
technology, the rise of digital talent among new generations and 
professionals, and the reflection on the impact of technology in our society. 

Collectively, our programmes are positively transforming the economy, 
education and society. MWCapital hosts MWC in Barcelona and founded 
4 Years From Now (4YFN), the startup business platform, present at MWC 
events around the world.
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Copernic Copernic has developed the first collaborative 
and modular web platform which allows you to 
have control of the entire value chain of your 
project, from suppliers to customers, from 
conception to production! 
We aim to help companies with the creation, 
management and development of projects 
through the use of our B2B SaaS all-in-one Agile 
Engineering Business Suite.
Be a game changer and join Copernic today!

www.copernic.tech

Shootr We are empowering broadcasters and OTTs with a 
Superchat solution. Being in the messaging 
scenario for more than 15 years, we have embarked 
on a new journey to provide an innovative chat 
solution for entertainment audiences. We are a 
team of 10+ hard working engineers, designers, 
marketers and sales who live and breathe 
business-first products. Headquartered in 
Barcelona, Spain.

www.shootr.com

Bobelo Travel Bobelo uses Artificial Intelligence to create the 
best business travel itineraries. We capture the 
information from the calendar so we do not bother 
our clients and they can keep the focus on what is 
important: provide real value for their business. 
Our system learns from our users to reach the goal 
of being able to create itineraries that they would 
have chosen by themselves.
Travel Managers and CFOs are delighted with our 
Manager Tool: trips, company policies & validation 
processes management, all-in-one platform, 
billing customize, exhaustive cost control, etc.

www.bobelotravel.com

Talentoo TALENTOO is the revolution of the selection 
processes. We combine job o�ers with cvs 
proposed and interviewed by a network of 
recruiters (recruitment companies&headhunters) 
from all over the world, to generate time savings 
and multiply the options of finding the perfect 
candidate. Companies only pay if they incorporate 
and choose the price they pay, and have a 60-day 
guarantee. 
You can centralize all existing recruitment channels 
in one place: Talentoo

www.talentoo.net

Berdac Berdac has developed IMA Dispenser, a 
medication dispenser that avoids mistakes and 
forgetfulness. It automatically connects to the 
Internet to download the user's medication plan 
and alerts you when it is time to take the pills. 
You will only have to press a button to receive the 
correct doses. If something wrong happens, it will 
send a notice to the caregivers.

www.berdac.com

Witrac WITRAC helps companies be more e�icient and 
competitive thanks to innovative technological 
solutions that connect and give visibility to the 
value chain of its clients. Able to identify, locate, 
measure and control wirelessly and in real time, 
any asset, anywhere, WITRAC fabricates its own 
hardware and software, based on the IoT and AI 
technology. Its digitalization and automatization 
solutions combine multiple connectivity devices 
and protocols with a management platform, in 
order to generate data and transform it into useful 
information and valuable insights. 

www.witrac.es/en/

Cabroworld Cabroworld is a new digital media company that 
provides social news and entertaintment to our 
followers.
We are the largest social media group in Spain on 
Instagram and Facebook and one of the most 
influential in Spanish speaking countries around 
the globe with more than 30 million followers.

www.cabroworld.com

FindThatLead FindThatLead is a company that aims to contribute 
to the overall improvement of businesses and the 
economy, on the one hand, by supporting 
entrepreneurs helping them to find their best 
customers or their investors. No more prospecting 
work. FindThatLead scales your lead generation for 
sales and growth. 

www.findthatlead.com/en/

BrandYourShoes Create in your Smartphone awesome sneakers 
with your logo or design.
BrandYourShoes is the new Branding and Fashion 
Company that provides quality and innovation in 
the footwear industry. Our Full ID Custom system 
allows you to customize your sneakers choosing 
shape, materials, and colors and upload your logo 
in di�erent parts of the shoe.

www.brandyourshoes.com

Nido Robotics We are an underwater robotics manufacturer 
based in Spain, with a fully owned subsidiary (sales 
o�ice) in Chile. We have 2 products (unmanned 
underwater vehicles) on the market – Sibiu Nano 
and Sibiu Pro, used for inspection and 
maintenance of underwater assets in coastal 
(inshore) areas. We are currently developing a new 
interface that will allow significant new products 
related to the post-inspection needs of our 
customers and an Inertial Navigation System that 
will allow our robots to become fully autonomous 
(level 5) in 2021.

www.nidorobotics.com

WiPass WiPass is a tech base start-up company o�ering 
the easiest access to the network by providing a 
device that allows users to be connected by just a 
tap of the phone. WiPass provides a direct, secure 
and sustainable connection, using solely energy 
from the smartphone. 
The device is complemented with an app which 
o�ers a geo locator map of the points where users 
can find WiPass within a given ratio. WiPass also 
o�ers a Business Intelligence (BI) solution through 
a dashboard management for B2B customers.

www.wipass.io

Summa Networks Summa Networks’ NextGen HSS reaches further 
than current HSS and HLR solutions and can be 
seamlessly deployed in-house and in Cloud 
environments.�It enables smooth interworking 
between 3G, 4G and 5G thanks to LTE HSS, IMS 
HSS and HLR open standard technologies in one 
piece of software. Summa Networks�is the solution 
of choice as a replacement of legacy HSS/HLR, for 
IoT applications, VoLTE in-a-box and VoWiFi.

www.summanetworks.com

Viewtinet Viewtinet Smart Data Broker can integrate any 
type of data, log or metric, in any format, from any 
vendor within the IT/OT/IoT ecosystem to provide 
advanced analytics. Supporting the collection 
layer makes Viewtinet a quick and cost-e�ective 
approach to deploy an advanced analytics solution 
in the network, giving transversal and interactive 
dashboards. 
Viewtinet has an easy and intuitive BI interface, 
multitenant, with a series of predefined 
dashboards but very easily customizable.

www.viewtinet.com

Connectivity 
World Global SL

Connectivity is a young operator with a philosophy 
based on customer service. We o�er unlimited 
connectivity services, having thousands of active 
users around the world, specialized in IoT projects. 
You can have your own brand/logo printed on your 
SIM cards and as the operator name on the screen 
of your devices. 
Connectivity o�ers as well other connectivity 
solutions (VoIP, International Calls, Global 
Numbering, BYOD) and a special follow-up 
supporting any eventuality that arises.

www.connectivity.es

Flexxible It Flexxible IT is leading innovation in solutions for 
digital workspace delivery and management. Our 
Apps2Digital service delivers an intelligent, fast 
and simple way to deploy, manage and scale 
digital workspace environments. Our innovative 
service simplifies the analysis and deployment of 
di�icult to virtualize apps, creating self-service 
app stores, automating delivery, monitoring and 
managing multi-cloud digital workspaces. 

www.flexxible.com

Quobis Quobis is a leading European company in the 
delivery of carrier-class unified communication 
solutions for telcos and enterprises. Is well-known 
as one of the leaders in the deployment of WebRTC 
technology after being involved in the release of 
the industry-first application server, called Sippo 
WebRTC Application Controller.
Today, this element is part of the core network of 
di�erent telcos worldwide. In addition, Sippo is 
helping enterprises to defeat the challenges 
behind digital transformation processes using 
real-time communications

www.quobis.com

MedUX MedUX is the next generation specialist in 
customer's digital experience measurement and 
improvement, providing cutting-edge tools and 
innovative solutions for telecom operators, 
governments, and companies. Our solution 
enables our customers to outstand from their 
competitors, reduce costs and enhance their value 
proposition by keeping their clients happy and 
satisfied anticipating their problems and avoiding 
complaints.

www.medux.com

Emite EMITE is a high-tech company which spin out of 
the Technical University of Carthagene (Spain) in 
December 2006. Founded by David A. 
Sánchez-Hernández, Professor and Head of the 
Microwave, Radiocommunications and 
Electromagnetism (GIMRE) Research Group, its 
birth took place right after the second i-patentes 
prize to innovation and technology transfer in the 
Region of Murcia (Spain) was awarded to the 
company founder research group.

www.emite-ing.com/en/

Biid biid is a "mobile identity platform that secures and 
protects digital infrastructures while allowing 
users to easily authenticate online, authorise 
transactions, sign legal documents de consent, all 
in accordance to the new eIDAS, GDPR, PSD2 and 
Open Banking requirements in Europe and 
internationally. Our mission is to "help 
Governments and Financial Institutions to address 
the digital identity problem and make our society 
safer for everyone".

www.biid.com

Broomx 
Technologies

Broomx is The Projected VR Company, creating the 
most advanced tools to share VR experiences 
without headsets. Part of the Abbey Road Red 
acceleration program from Universal Music, 
Broomx has created the MK Player360, a 
cutting-edge technology which integrates an 
immersive projection system with a content 
distribution platform to access a full catalogue of 
immersive and interactive content anytime, 
anywhere. The MK360 gives people a fascinating 
sense of immersion in real spaces.

www.broomx.com

MobileKnowledge MobileKnowledge is a team of HW, SW and system 
engineers, experts in smart, connected and secure 
technologies for the IoT world. We are your ideal 
engineering consultant for any specific support in 
connection with your IoT and NFC developments. 
We design and develop secure HW systems, 
embedded FW, mobile phone and secure cloud 
applications.

www.themobileknowledge.com

Speed4lifts Speed4lifts is a hardware and software focused on 
improving human performance and health, by 
providing measurable and objective data in the 
strength training in order to deliver real results and 
unlock the maximum potential of each person, 
based on science.

www.speed4lifs.com

BlockTac BlockTac relies on Blockchain technology to 
provide the properties of inviolability, immutability 
and open verification for all its digital certificates. 
It is based on experienced professionals in Internet 
technologies and academic management, and 
already has among its clients Universities, 
Business Schools, Professional Associations in 
Spain, as well as International Higher Education 
Institutions in Europe and Latin America.

www.blocktac.com

The Singular 
Factory

qiip is a platform to help small and medium 
enterprises (buildings, hospitals, small industries, 
educational facilities, large houses, housing 
estates, etcetera) to manage their maintenance 
more e�iciently. Simplifying complex processes 
and improving communications and transparency 
in them.
The platform gathers all the data related to the 
maintenance activity and analyzes it to improve 
both present and future processes.

www.qiip.io

NaviLens NaviLens is a new type of signage readable for 
people with visual impairments that uses a distinct 
kind of bidimensional code to help them on their 
daily lives. Any place could adopt NaviLens 
technology to improve the space's accessibility.

www.navilens.com

Fixme Fixme o�ers on demand wellness services 
connecting Fixme professional with clients 
through a website in less than 1h.
Something similar to Uber but focused in the 
wellness industry.

www.fixme.es

Vottun Vottun interoperable architecture is built to make it 
easy to develop blockchain applications without 
the need to understand much of the underlying 
blockchain technology. 
Our framework can connect to and interact with 
any public or private blockchain network by simply 
referencing the blockchain and node. This creates 
full interoperability between blockchains even 
between public and private networks.

www.www.vottun.com

Appentra 
Solutions SL

Appentra is a Deep Tech global company that 
delivers products based on the Parallelware 
technology, a unique approach to static code 
analysis specialized in concurrency and 
parallelism. Our aim is to make parallel 
programming easier, enabling everyone to make 
the best use of parallel computing hardware from 
the multi-cores in a laptop to the fastest 
supercomputers.

www.appentra.com

eCapture3d eCapture3d commercialized a App and 
webplatform called eyesCloud3d.com where any 
user, having knowledge in modeling 3d or not, can 
generate 3d in a very short period of time using 
photos or videos taken with any device, including a 
smartphone, goPro, drone. The users can works 
directly over the 3d model in our app and 
webplatform.

www.www.ecapture3d.com

Kenmei 
Technologies

Kenmei Technologies is Spanish company focused 
on providing data intelligence with machine-based 
decisioning, automating network operations and 
customer assurance, to help Mobile Network 
Operators to deal with the incoming increase of 
network complexity.
Based on their own software and products, KENMEI 
also o�ers data science, analytics and network 
optimization services providing an agile, fast 
response to our customer’s needs, focussing on 
bringing added-value network engineering.

www.kenmei.ai



Copernic Copernic has developed the first collaborative 
and modular web platform which allows you to 
have control of the entire value chain of your 
project, from suppliers to customers, from 
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proposed and interviewed by a network of 
recruiters (recruitment companies&headhunters) 
from all over the world, to generate time savings 
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candidate. Companies only pay if they incorporate 
and choose the price they pay, and have a 60-day 
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Witrac WITRAC helps companies be more e�icient and 
competitive thanks to innovative technological 
solutions that connect and give visibility to the 
value chain of its clients. Able to identify, locate, 
measure and control wirelessly and in real time, 
any asset, anywhere, WITRAC fabricates its own 
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technology. Its digitalization and automatization 
solutions combine multiple connectivity devices 
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Cabroworld Cabroworld is a new digital media company that 
provides social news and entertaintment to our 
followers.
We are the largest social media group in Spain on 
Instagram and Facebook and one of the most 
influential in Spanish speaking countries around 
the globe with more than 30 million followers.
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FindThatLead FindThatLead is a company that aims to contribute 
to the overall improvement of businesses and the 
economy, on the one hand, by supporting 
entrepreneurs helping them to find their best 
customers or their investors. No more prospecting 
work. FindThatLead scales your lead generation for 
sales and growth. 

www.findthatlead.com/en/

BrandYourShoes Create in your Smartphone awesome sneakers 
with your logo or design.
BrandYourShoes is the new Branding and Fashion 
Company that provides quality and innovation in 
the footwear industry. Our Full ID Custom system 
allows you to customize your sneakers choosing 
shape, materials, and colors and upload your logo 
in di�erent parts of the shoe.

www.brandyourshoes.com

Nido Robotics We are an underwater robotics manufacturer 
based in Spain, with a fully owned subsidiary (sales 
o�ice) in Chile. We have 2 products (unmanned 
underwater vehicles) on the market – Sibiu Nano 
and Sibiu Pro, used for inspection and 
maintenance of underwater assets in coastal 
(inshore) areas. We are currently developing a new 
interface that will allow significant new products 
related to the post-inspection needs of our 
customers and an Inertial Navigation System that 
will allow our robots to become fully autonomous 
(level 5) in 2021.

www.nidorobotics.com

WiPass WiPass is a tech base start-up company o�ering 
the easiest access to the network by providing a 
device that allows users to be connected by just a 
tap of the phone. WiPass provides a direct, secure 
and sustainable connection, using solely energy 
from the smartphone. 
The device is complemented with an app which 
o�ers a geo locator map of the points where users 
can find WiPass within a given ratio. WiPass also 
o�ers a Business Intelligence (BI) solution through 
a dashboard management for B2B customers.

www.wipass.io

Summa Networks Summa Networks’ NextGen HSS reaches further 
than current HSS and HLR solutions and can be 
seamlessly deployed in-house and in Cloud 
environments.�It enables smooth interworking 
between 3G, 4G and 5G thanks to LTE HSS, IMS 
HSS and HLR open standard technologies in one 
piece of software. Summa Networks�is the solution 
of choice as a replacement of legacy HSS/HLR, for 
IoT applications, VoLTE in-a-box and VoWiFi.

www.summanetworks.com

Viewtinet Viewtinet Smart Data Broker can integrate any 
type of data, log or metric, in any format, from any 
vendor within the IT/OT/IoT ecosystem to provide 
advanced analytics. Supporting the collection 
layer makes Viewtinet a quick and cost-e�ective 
approach to deploy an advanced analytics solution 
in the network, giving transversal and interactive 
dashboards. 
Viewtinet has an easy and intuitive BI interface, 
multitenant, with a series of predefined 
dashboards but very easily customizable.

www.viewtinet.com

Connectivity 
World Global SL

Connectivity is a young operator with a philosophy 
based on customer service. We o�er unlimited 
connectivity services, having thousands of active 
users around the world, specialized in IoT projects. 
You can have your own brand/logo printed on your 
SIM cards and as the operator name on the screen 
of your devices. 
Connectivity o�ers as well other connectivity 
solutions (VoIP, International Calls, Global 
Numbering, BYOD) and a special follow-up 
supporting any eventuality that arises.

www.connectivity.es

Flexxible It Flexxible IT is leading innovation in solutions for 
digital workspace delivery and management. Our 
Apps2Digital service delivers an intelligent, fast 
and simple way to deploy, manage and scale 
digital workspace environments. Our innovative 
service simplifies the analysis and deployment of 
di�icult to virtualize apps, creating self-service 
app stores, automating delivery, monitoring and 
managing multi-cloud digital workspaces. 

www.flexxible.com

Quobis Quobis is a leading European company in the 
delivery of carrier-class unified communication 
solutions for telcos and enterprises. Is well-known 
as one of the leaders in the deployment of WebRTC 
technology after being involved in the release of 
the industry-first application server, called Sippo 
WebRTC Application Controller.
Today, this element is part of the core network of 
di�erent telcos worldwide. In addition, Sippo is 
helping enterprises to defeat the challenges 
behind digital transformation processes using 
real-time communications

www.quobis.com

MedUX MedUX is the next generation specialist in 
customer's digital experience measurement and 
improvement, providing cutting-edge tools and 
innovative solutions for telecom operators, 
governments, and companies. Our solution 
enables our customers to outstand from their 
competitors, reduce costs and enhance their value 
proposition by keeping their clients happy and 
satisfied anticipating their problems and avoiding 
complaints.

www.medux.com

Emite EMITE is a high-tech company which spin out of 
the Technical University of Carthagene (Spain) in 
December 2006. Founded by David A. 
Sánchez-Hernández, Professor and Head of the 
Microwave, Radiocommunications and 
Electromagnetism (GIMRE) Research Group, its 
birth took place right after the second i-patentes 
prize to innovation and technology transfer in the 
Region of Murcia (Spain) was awarded to the 
company founder research group.

www.emite-ing.com/en/

Biid biid is a "mobile identity platform that secures and 
protects digital infrastructures while allowing 
users to easily authenticate online, authorise 
transactions, sign legal documents de consent, all 
in accordance to the new eIDAS, GDPR, PSD2 and 
Open Banking requirements in Europe and 
internationally. Our mission is to "help 
Governments and Financial Institutions to address 
the digital identity problem and make our society 
safer for everyone".

www.biid.com

Broomx 
Technologies

Broomx is The Projected VR Company, creating the 
most advanced tools to share VR experiences 
without headsets. Part of the Abbey Road Red 
acceleration program from Universal Music, 
Broomx has created the MK Player360, a 
cutting-edge technology which integrates an 
immersive projection system with a content 
distribution platform to access a full catalogue of 
immersive and interactive content anytime, 
anywhere. The MK360 gives people a fascinating 
sense of immersion in real spaces.

www.broomx.com

MobileKnowledge MobileKnowledge is a team of HW, SW and system 
engineers, experts in smart, connected and secure 
technologies for the IoT world. We are your ideal 
engineering consultant for any specific support in 
connection with your IoT and NFC developments. 
We design and develop secure HW systems, 
embedded FW, mobile phone and secure cloud 
applications.

www.themobileknowledge.com

Speed4lifts Speed4lifts is a hardware and software focused on 
improving human performance and health, by 
providing measurable and objective data in the 
strength training in order to deliver real results and 
unlock the maximum potential of each person, 
based on science.

www.speed4lifs.com

BlockTac BlockTac relies on Blockchain technology to 
provide the properties of inviolability, immutability 
and open verification for all its digital certificates. 
It is based on experienced professionals in Internet 
technologies and academic management, and 
already has among its clients Universities, 
Business Schools, Professional Associations in 
Spain, as well as International Higher Education 
Institutions in Europe and Latin America.

www.blocktac.com

The Singular 
Factory

qiip is a platform to help small and medium 
enterprises (buildings, hospitals, small industries, 
educational facilities, large houses, housing 
estates, etcetera) to manage their maintenance 
more e�iciently. Simplifying complex processes 
and improving communications and transparency 
in them.
The platform gathers all the data related to the 
maintenance activity and analyzes it to improve 
both present and future processes.

www.qiip.io

NaviLens NaviLens is a new type of signage readable for 
people with visual impairments that uses a distinct 
kind of bidimensional code to help them on their 
daily lives. Any place could adopt NaviLens 
technology to improve the space's accessibility.

www.navilens.com

Fixme Fixme o�ers on demand wellness services 
connecting Fixme professional with clients 
through a website in less than 1h.
Something similar to Uber but focused in the 
wellness industry.

www.fixme.es

Vottun Vottun interoperable architecture is built to make it 
easy to develop blockchain applications without 
the need to understand much of the underlying 
blockchain technology. 
Our framework can connect to and interact with 
any public or private blockchain network by simply 
referencing the blockchain and node. This creates 
full interoperability between blockchains even 
between public and private networks.

www.www.vottun.com

Appentra 
Solutions SL

Appentra is a Deep Tech global company that 
delivers products based on the Parallelware 
technology, a unique approach to static code 
analysis specialized in concurrency and 
parallelism. Our aim is to make parallel 
programming easier, enabling everyone to make 
the best use of parallel computing hardware from 
the multi-cores in a laptop to the fastest 
supercomputers.

www.appentra.com

eCapture3d eCapture3d commercialized a App and 
webplatform called eyesCloud3d.com where any 
user, having knowledge in modeling 3d or not, can 
generate 3d in a very short period of time using 
photos or videos taken with any device, including a 
smartphone, goPro, drone. The users can works 
directly over the 3d model in our app and 
webplatform.

www.www.ecapture3d.com

Kenmei 
Technologies

Kenmei Technologies is Spanish company focused 
on providing data intelligence with machine-based 
decisioning, automating network operations and 
customer assurance, to help Mobile Network 
Operators to deal with the incoming increase of 
network complexity.
Based on their own software and products, KENMEI 
also o�ers data science, analytics and network 
optimization services providing an agile, fast 
response to our customer’s needs, focussing on 
bringing added-value network engineering.

www.kenmei.ai



Copernic Copernic has developed the first collaborative 
and modular web platform which allows you to 
have control of the entire value chain of your 
project, from suppliers to customers, from 
conception to production! 
We aim to help companies with the creation, 
management and development of projects 
through the use of our B2B SaaS all-in-one Agile 
Engineering Business Suite.
Be a game changer and join Copernic today!
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Shootr We are empowering broadcasters and OTTs with a 
Superchat solution. Being in the messaging 
scenario for more than 15 years, we have embarked 
on a new journey to provide an innovative chat 
solution for entertainment audiences. We are a 
team of 10+ hard working engineers, designers, 
marketers and sales who live and breathe 
business-first products. Headquartered in 
Barcelona, Spain.

www.shootr.com

Bobelo Travel Bobelo uses Artificial Intelligence to create the 
best business travel itineraries. We capture the 
information from the calendar so we do not bother 
our clients and they can keep the focus on what is 
important: provide real value for their business. 
Our system learns from our users to reach the goal 
of being able to create itineraries that they would 
have chosen by themselves.
Travel Managers and CFOs are delighted with our 
Manager Tool: trips, company policies & validation 
processes management, all-in-one platform, 
billing customize, exhaustive cost control, etc.

www.bobelotravel.com

Talentoo TALENTOO is the revolution of the selection 
processes. We combine job o�ers with cvs 
proposed and interviewed by a network of 
recruiters (recruitment companies&headhunters) 
from all over the world, to generate time savings 
and multiply the options of finding the perfect 
candidate. Companies only pay if they incorporate 
and choose the price they pay, and have a 60-day 
guarantee. 
You can centralize all existing recruitment channels 
in one place: Talentoo

www.talentoo.net

Berdac Berdac has developed IMA Dispenser, a 
medication dispenser that avoids mistakes and 
forgetfulness. It automatically connects to the 
Internet to download the user's medication plan 
and alerts you when it is time to take the pills. 
You will only have to press a button to receive the 
correct doses. If something wrong happens, it will 
send a notice to the caregivers.

www.berdac.com

Witrac WITRAC helps companies be more e�icient and 
competitive thanks to innovative technological 
solutions that connect and give visibility to the 
value chain of its clients. Able to identify, locate, 
measure and control wirelessly and in real time, 
any asset, anywhere, WITRAC fabricates its own 
hardware and software, based on the IoT and AI 
technology. Its digitalization and automatization 
solutions combine multiple connectivity devices 
and protocols with a management platform, in 
order to generate data and transform it into useful 
information and valuable insights. 

www.witrac.es/en/

Cabroworld Cabroworld is a new digital media company that 
provides social news and entertaintment to our 
followers.
We are the largest social media group in Spain on 
Instagram and Facebook and one of the most 
influential in Spanish speaking countries around 
the globe with more than 30 million followers.

www.cabroworld.com

FindThatLead FindThatLead is a company that aims to contribute 
to the overall improvement of businesses and the 
economy, on the one hand, by supporting 
entrepreneurs helping them to find their best 
customers or their investors. No more prospecting 
work. FindThatLead scales your lead generation for 
sales and growth. 

www.findthatlead.com/en/

BrandYourShoes Create in your Smartphone awesome sneakers 
with your logo or design.
BrandYourShoes is the new Branding and Fashion 
Company that provides quality and innovation in 
the footwear industry. Our Full ID Custom system 
allows you to customize your sneakers choosing 
shape, materials, and colors and upload your logo 
in di�erent parts of the shoe.

www.brandyourshoes.com

Nido Robotics We are an underwater robotics manufacturer 
based in Spain, with a fully owned subsidiary (sales 
o�ice) in Chile. We have 2 products (unmanned 
underwater vehicles) on the market – Sibiu Nano 
and Sibiu Pro, used for inspection and 
maintenance of underwater assets in coastal 
(inshore) areas. We are currently developing a new 
interface that will allow significant new products 
related to the post-inspection needs of our 
customers and an Inertial Navigation System that 
will allow our robots to become fully autonomous 
(level 5) in 2021.

www.nidorobotics.com

WiPass WiPass is a tech base start-up company o�ering 
the easiest access to the network by providing a 
device that allows users to be connected by just a 
tap of the phone. WiPass provides a direct, secure 
and sustainable connection, using solely energy 
from the smartphone. 
The device is complemented with an app which 
o�ers a geo locator map of the points where users 
can find WiPass within a given ratio. WiPass also 
o�ers a Business Intelligence (BI) solution through 
a dashboard management for B2B customers.

www.wipass.io

Summa Networks Summa Networks’ NextGen HSS reaches further 
than current HSS and HLR solutions and can be 
seamlessly deployed in-house and in Cloud 
environments.�It enables smooth interworking 
between 3G, 4G and 5G thanks to LTE HSS, IMS 
HSS and HLR open standard technologies in one 
piece of software. Summa Networks�is the solution 
of choice as a replacement of legacy HSS/HLR, for 
IoT applications, VoLTE in-a-box and VoWiFi.

www.summanetworks.com

Viewtinet Viewtinet Smart Data Broker can integrate any 
type of data, log or metric, in any format, from any 
vendor within the IT/OT/IoT ecosystem to provide 
advanced analytics. Supporting the collection 
layer makes Viewtinet a quick and cost-e�ective 
approach to deploy an advanced analytics solution 
in the network, giving transversal and interactive 
dashboards. 
Viewtinet has an easy and intuitive BI interface, 
multitenant, with a series of predefined 
dashboards but very easily customizable.

www.viewtinet.com

Connectivity 
World Global SL

Connectivity is a young operator with a philosophy 
based on customer service. We o�er unlimited 
connectivity services, having thousands of active 
users around the world, specialized in IoT projects. 
You can have your own brand/logo printed on your 
SIM cards and as the operator name on the screen 
of your devices. 
Connectivity o�ers as well other connectivity 
solutions (VoIP, International Calls, Global 
Numbering, BYOD) and a special follow-up 
supporting any eventuality that arises.

www.connectivity.es

Flexxible It Flexxible IT is leading innovation in solutions for 
digital workspace delivery and management. Our 
Apps2Digital service delivers an intelligent, fast 
and simple way to deploy, manage and scale 
digital workspace environments. Our innovative 
service simplifies the analysis and deployment of 
di�icult to virtualize apps, creating self-service 
app stores, automating delivery, monitoring and 
managing multi-cloud digital workspaces. 

www.flexxible.com

Quobis Quobis is a leading European company in the 
delivery of carrier-class unified communication 
solutions for telcos and enterprises. Is well-known 
as one of the leaders in the deployment of WebRTC 
technology after being involved in the release of 
the industry-first application server, called Sippo 
WebRTC Application Controller.
Today, this element is part of the core network of 
di�erent telcos worldwide. In addition, Sippo is 
helping enterprises to defeat the challenges 
behind digital transformation processes using 
real-time communications

www.quobis.com

MedUX MedUX is the next generation specialist in 
customer's digital experience measurement and 
improvement, providing cutting-edge tools and 
innovative solutions for telecom operators, 
governments, and companies. Our solution 
enables our customers to outstand from their 
competitors, reduce costs and enhance their value 
proposition by keeping their clients happy and 
satisfied anticipating their problems and avoiding 
complaints.

www.medux.com

Emite EMITE is a high-tech company which spin out of 
the Technical University of Carthagene (Spain) in 
December 2006. Founded by David A. 
Sánchez-Hernández, Professor and Head of the 
Microwave, Radiocommunications and 
Electromagnetism (GIMRE) Research Group, its 
birth took place right after the second i-patentes 
prize to innovation and technology transfer in the 
Region of Murcia (Spain) was awarded to the 
company founder research group.

www.emite-ing.com/en/

Biid biid is a "mobile identity platform that secures and 
protects digital infrastructures while allowing 
users to easily authenticate online, authorise 
transactions, sign legal documents de consent, all 
in accordance to the new eIDAS, GDPR, PSD2 and 
Open Banking requirements in Europe and 
internationally. Our mission is to "help 
Governments and Financial Institutions to address 
the digital identity problem and make our society 
safer for everyone".

www.biid.com

Broomx 
Technologies

Broomx is The Projected VR Company, creating the 
most advanced tools to share VR experiences 
without headsets. Part of the Abbey Road Red 
acceleration program from Universal Music, 
Broomx has created the MK Player360, a 
cutting-edge technology which integrates an 
immersive projection system with a content 
distribution platform to access a full catalogue of 
immersive and interactive content anytime, 
anywhere. The MK360 gives people a fascinating 
sense of immersion in real spaces.

www.broomx.com

MobileKnowledge MobileKnowledge is a team of HW, SW and system 
engineers, experts in smart, connected and secure 
technologies for the IoT world. We are your ideal 
engineering consultant for any specific support in 
connection with your IoT and NFC developments. 
We design and develop secure HW systems, 
embedded FW, mobile phone and secure cloud 
applications.

www.themobileknowledge.com

Speed4lifts Speed4lifts is a hardware and software focused on 
improving human performance and health, by 
providing measurable and objective data in the 
strength training in order to deliver real results and 
unlock the maximum potential of each person, 
based on science.

www.speed4lifs.com

BlockTac BlockTac relies on Blockchain technology to 
provide the properties of inviolability, immutability 
and open verification for all its digital certificates. 
It is based on experienced professionals in Internet 
technologies and academic management, and 
already has among its clients Universities, 
Business Schools, Professional Associations in 
Spain, as well as International Higher Education 
Institutions in Europe and Latin America.

www.blocktac.com

The Singular 
Factory

qiip is a platform to help small and medium 
enterprises (buildings, hospitals, small industries, 
educational facilities, large houses, housing 
estates, etcetera) to manage their maintenance 
more e�iciently. Simplifying complex processes 
and improving communications and transparency 
in them.
The platform gathers all the data related to the 
maintenance activity and analyzes it to improve 
both present and future processes.

www.qiip.io

NaviLens NaviLens is a new type of signage readable for 
people with visual impairments that uses a distinct 
kind of bidimensional code to help them on their 
daily lives. Any place could adopt NaviLens 
technology to improve the space's accessibility.

www.navilens.com

Fixme Fixme o�ers on demand wellness services 
connecting Fixme professional with clients 
through a website in less than 1h.
Something similar to Uber but focused in the 
wellness industry.

www.fixme.es

Vottun Vottun interoperable architecture is built to make it 
easy to develop blockchain applications without 
the need to understand much of the underlying 
blockchain technology. 
Our framework can connect to and interact with 
any public or private blockchain network by simply 
referencing the blockchain and node. This creates 
full interoperability between blockchains even 
between public and private networks.

www.www.vottun.com

Appentra 
Solutions SL

Appentra is a Deep Tech global company that 
delivers products based on the Parallelware 
technology, a unique approach to static code 
analysis specialized in concurrency and 
parallelism. Our aim is to make parallel 
programming easier, enabling everyone to make 
the best use of parallel computing hardware from 
the multi-cores in a laptop to the fastest 
supercomputers.

www.appentra.com

eCapture3d eCapture3d commercialized a App and 
webplatform called eyesCloud3d.com where any 
user, having knowledge in modeling 3d or not, can 
generate 3d in a very short period of time using 
photos or videos taken with any device, including a 
smartphone, goPro, drone. The users can works 
directly over the 3d model in our app and 
webplatform.

www.www.ecapture3d.com

Kenmei 
Technologies

Kenmei Technologies is Spanish company focused 
on providing data intelligence with machine-based 
decisioning, automating network operations and 
customer assurance, to help Mobile Network 
Operators to deal with the incoming increase of 
network complexity.
Based on their own software and products, KENMEI 
also o�ers data science, analytics and network 
optimization services providing an agile, fast 
response to our customer’s needs, focussing on 
bringing added-value network engineering.

www.kenmei.ai



Copernic Copernic has developed the first collaborative 
and modular web platform which allows you to 
have control of the entire value chain of your 
project, from suppliers to customers, from 
conception to production! 
We aim to help companies with the creation, 
management and development of projects 
through the use of our B2B SaaS all-in-one Agile 
Engineering Business Suite.
Be a game changer and join Copernic today!

www.copernic.tech

Shootr We are empowering broadcasters and OTTs with a 
Superchat solution. Being in the messaging 
scenario for more than 15 years, we have embarked 
on a new journey to provide an innovative chat 
solution for entertainment audiences. We are a 
team of 10+ hard working engineers, designers, 
marketers and sales who live and breathe 
business-first products. Headquartered in 
Barcelona, Spain.

www.shootr.com

Bobelo Travel Bobelo uses Artificial Intelligence to create the 
best business travel itineraries. We capture the 
information from the calendar so we do not bother 
our clients and they can keep the focus on what is 
important: provide real value for their business. 
Our system learns from our users to reach the goal 
of being able to create itineraries that they would 
have chosen by themselves.
Travel Managers and CFOs are delighted with our 
Manager Tool: trips, company policies & validation 
processes management, all-in-one platform, 
billing customize, exhaustive cost control, etc.

www.bobelotravel.com

Talentoo TALENTOO is the revolution of the selection 
processes. We combine job o�ers with cvs 
proposed and interviewed by a network of 
recruiters (recruitment companies&headhunters) 
from all over the world, to generate time savings 
and multiply the options of finding the perfect 
candidate. Companies only pay if they incorporate 
and choose the price they pay, and have a 60-day 
guarantee. 
You can centralize all existing recruitment channels 
in one place: Talentoo

www.talentoo.net

Berdac Berdac has developed IMA Dispenser, a 
medication dispenser that avoids mistakes and 
forgetfulness. It automatically connects to the 
Internet to download the user's medication plan 
and alerts you when it is time to take the pills. 
You will only have to press a button to receive the 
correct doses. If something wrong happens, it will 
send a notice to the caregivers.

www.berdac.com

Witrac WITRAC helps companies be more e�icient and 
competitive thanks to innovative technological 
solutions that connect and give visibility to the 
value chain of its clients. Able to identify, locate, 
measure and control wirelessly and in real time, 
any asset, anywhere, WITRAC fabricates its own 
hardware and software, based on the IoT and AI 
technology. Its digitalization and automatization 
solutions combine multiple connectivity devices 
and protocols with a management platform, in 
order to generate data and transform it into useful 
information and valuable insights. 

www.witrac.es/en/

Cabroworld Cabroworld is a new digital media company that 
provides social news and entertaintment to our 
followers.
We are the largest social media group in Spain on 
Instagram and Facebook and one of the most 
influential in Spanish speaking countries around 
the globe with more than 30 million followers.

www.cabroworld.com

FindThatLead FindThatLead is a company that aims to contribute 
to the overall improvement of businesses and the 
economy, on the one hand, by supporting 
entrepreneurs helping them to find their best 
customers or their investors. No more prospecting 
work. FindThatLead scales your lead generation for 
sales and growth. 

www.findthatlead.com/en/

BrandYourShoes Create in your Smartphone awesome sneakers 
with your logo or design.
BrandYourShoes is the new Branding and Fashion 
Company that provides quality and innovation in 
the footwear industry. Our Full ID Custom system 
allows you to customize your sneakers choosing 
shape, materials, and colors and upload your logo 
in di�erent parts of the shoe.

www.brandyourshoes.com

Nido Robotics We are an underwater robotics manufacturer 
based in Spain, with a fully owned subsidiary (sales 
o�ice) in Chile. We have 2 products (unmanned 
underwater vehicles) on the market – Sibiu Nano 
and Sibiu Pro, used for inspection and 
maintenance of underwater assets in coastal 
(inshore) areas. We are currently developing a new 
interface that will allow significant new products 
related to the post-inspection needs of our 
customers and an Inertial Navigation System that 
will allow our robots to become fully autonomous 
(level 5) in 2021.

www.nidorobotics.com

WiPass WiPass is a tech base start-up company o�ering 
the easiest access to the network by providing a 
device that allows users to be connected by just a 
tap of the phone. WiPass provides a direct, secure 
and sustainable connection, using solely energy 
from the smartphone. 
The device is complemented with an app which 
o�ers a geo locator map of the points where users 
can find WiPass within a given ratio. WiPass also 
o�ers a Business Intelligence (BI) solution through 
a dashboard management for B2B customers.

www.wipass.io

Summa Networks Summa Networks’ NextGen HSS reaches further 
than current HSS and HLR solutions and can be 
seamlessly deployed in-house and in Cloud 
environments.�It enables smooth interworking 
between 3G, 4G and 5G thanks to LTE HSS, IMS 
HSS and HLR open standard technologies in one 
piece of software. Summa Networks�is the solution 
of choice as a replacement of legacy HSS/HLR, for 
IoT applications, VoLTE in-a-box and VoWiFi.

www.summanetworks.com

Viewtinet Viewtinet Smart Data Broker can integrate any 
type of data, log or metric, in any format, from any 
vendor within the IT/OT/IoT ecosystem to provide 
advanced analytics. Supporting the collection 
layer makes Viewtinet a quick and cost-e�ective 
approach to deploy an advanced analytics solution 
in the network, giving transversal and interactive 
dashboards. 
Viewtinet has an easy and intuitive BI interface, 
multitenant, with a series of predefined 
dashboards but very easily customizable.

www.viewtinet.com

Connectivity 
World Global SL

Connectivity is a young operator with a philosophy 
based on customer service. We o�er unlimited 
connectivity services, having thousands of active 
users around the world, specialized in IoT projects. 
You can have your own brand/logo printed on your 
SIM cards and as the operator name on the screen 
of your devices. 
Connectivity o�ers as well other connectivity 
solutions (VoIP, International Calls, Global 
Numbering, BYOD) and a special follow-up 
supporting any eventuality that arises.

www.connectivity.es

Flexxible It Flexxible IT is leading innovation in solutions for 
digital workspace delivery and management. Our 
Apps2Digital service delivers an intelligent, fast 
and simple way to deploy, manage and scale 
digital workspace environments. Our innovative 
service simplifies the analysis and deployment of 
di�icult to virtualize apps, creating self-service 
app stores, automating delivery, monitoring and 
managing multi-cloud digital workspaces. 

www.flexxible.com

Quobis Quobis is a leading European company in the 
delivery of carrier-class unified communication 
solutions for telcos and enterprises. Is well-known 
as one of the leaders in the deployment of WebRTC 
technology after being involved in the release of 
the industry-first application server, called Sippo 
WebRTC Application Controller.
Today, this element is part of the core network of 
di�erent telcos worldwide. In addition, Sippo is 
helping enterprises to defeat the challenges 
behind digital transformation processes using 
real-time communications

www.quobis.com

MedUX MedUX is the next generation specialist in 
customer's digital experience measurement and 
improvement, providing cutting-edge tools and 
innovative solutions for telecom operators, 
governments, and companies. Our solution 
enables our customers to outstand from their 
competitors, reduce costs and enhance their value 
proposition by keeping their clients happy and 
satisfied anticipating their problems and avoiding 
complaints.

www.medux.com

Emite EMITE is a high-tech company which spin out of 
the Technical University of Carthagene (Spain) in 
December 2006. Founded by David A. 
Sánchez-Hernández, Professor and Head of the 
Microwave, Radiocommunications and 
Electromagnetism (GIMRE) Research Group, its 
birth took place right after the second i-patentes 
prize to innovation and technology transfer in the 
Region of Murcia (Spain) was awarded to the 
company founder research group.

www.emite-ing.com/en/

Biid biid is a "mobile identity platform that secures and 
protects digital infrastructures while allowing 
users to easily authenticate online, authorise 
transactions, sign legal documents de consent, all 
in accordance to the new eIDAS, GDPR, PSD2 and 
Open Banking requirements in Europe and 
internationally. Our mission is to "help 
Governments and Financial Institutions to address 
the digital identity problem and make our society 
safer for everyone".

www.biid.com

Broomx 
Technologies

Broomx is The Projected VR Company, creating the 
most advanced tools to share VR experiences 
without headsets. Part of the Abbey Road Red 
acceleration program from Universal Music, 
Broomx has created the MK Player360, a 
cutting-edge technology which integrates an 
immersive projection system with a content 
distribution platform to access a full catalogue of 
immersive and interactive content anytime, 
anywhere. The MK360 gives people a fascinating 
sense of immersion in real spaces.

www.broomx.com

MobileKnowledge MobileKnowledge is a team of HW, SW and system 
engineers, experts in smart, connected and secure 
technologies for the IoT world. We are your ideal 
engineering consultant for any specific support in 
connection with your IoT and NFC developments. 
We design and develop secure HW systems, 
embedded FW, mobile phone and secure cloud 
applications.

www.themobileknowledge.com

Speed4lifts Speed4lifts is a hardware and software focused on 
improving human performance and health, by 
providing measurable and objective data in the 
strength training in order to deliver real results and 
unlock the maximum potential of each person, 
based on science.

www.speed4lifs.com

BlockTac BlockTac relies on Blockchain technology to 
provide the properties of inviolability, immutability 
and open verification for all its digital certificates. 
It is based on experienced professionals in Internet 
technologies and academic management, and 
already has among its clients Universities, 
Business Schools, Professional Associations in 
Spain, as well as International Higher Education 
Institutions in Europe and Latin America.

www.blocktac.com

The Singular 
Factory

qiip is a platform to help small and medium 
enterprises (buildings, hospitals, small industries, 
educational facilities, large houses, housing 
estates, etcetera) to manage their maintenance 
more e�iciently. Simplifying complex processes 
and improving communications and transparency 
in them.
The platform gathers all the data related to the 
maintenance activity and analyzes it to improve 
both present and future processes.

www.qiip.io

NaviLens NaviLens is a new type of signage readable for 
people with visual impairments that uses a distinct 
kind of bidimensional code to help them on their 
daily lives. Any place could adopt NaviLens 
technology to improve the space's accessibility.

www.navilens.com

Fixme Fixme o�ers on demand wellness services 
connecting Fixme professional with clients 
through a website in less than 1h.
Something similar to Uber but focused in the 
wellness industry.

www.fixme.es

Vottun Vottun interoperable architecture is built to make it 
easy to develop blockchain applications without 
the need to understand much of the underlying 
blockchain technology. 
Our framework can connect to and interact with 
any public or private blockchain network by simply 
referencing the blockchain and node. This creates 
full interoperability between blockchains even 
between public and private networks.

www.www.vottun.com

Appentra 
Solutions SL

Appentra is a Deep Tech global company that 
delivers products based on the Parallelware 
technology, a unique approach to static code 
analysis specialized in concurrency and 
parallelism. Our aim is to make parallel 
programming easier, enabling everyone to make 
the best use of parallel computing hardware from 
the multi-cores in a laptop to the fastest 
supercomputers.

www.appentra.com

eCapture3d eCapture3d commercialized a App and 
webplatform called eyesCloud3d.com where any 
user, having knowledge in modeling 3d or not, can 
generate 3d in a very short period of time using 
photos or videos taken with any device, including a 
smartphone, goPro, drone. The users can works 
directly over the 3d model in our app and 
webplatform.

www.www.ecapture3d.com

Kenmei 
Technologies

Kenmei Technologies is Spanish company focused 
on providing data intelligence with machine-based 
decisioning, automating network operations and 
customer assurance, to help Mobile Network 
Operators to deal with the incoming increase of 
network complexity.
Based on their own software and products, KENMEI 
also o�ers data science, analytics and network 
optimization services providing an agile, fast 
response to our customer’s needs, focussing on 
bringing added-value network engineering.

www.kenmei.ai



www.mobi lewor ldcapi ta l .com

Mobile World Capital Barcelona is an initiative driving the digital 
advancement of society while helping improve people’s lives globally.

With the support of the public and private sector, MWCapital focuses 
on four areas: the acceleration of innovation through digital 
entrepreneurship, the transformation of industries through digital 
technology, the rise of digital talent among new generations and 
professionals, and the reflection on the impact of technology in our society. 

Collectively, our programmes are positively transforming the economy, 
education and society. MWCapital hosts MWC in Barcelona and founded 
4 Years From Now (4YFN), the startup business platform, present at MWC 
events around the world.

Driving the digital advancement 
of society while helping improve 
people’s lives globally




